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ABSTRACT

The principles of fault tree and failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)
for me analysis of digital safety functions of nuclear power plants are
discussed. Based on experiences from a case study, a proposal for a full
scale analysis is presented, lhe feasibility and applicability the above
mentioned reliability engineering methods are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Finnish Centre for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (STUK) has ordered
form the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) a series of studies
concerning the safety analysis and verification and validation of
programmable automation systems for the safety critical applications (eg.
reactor protection systems) in nuclear power plants. The research has also
been a part of the YKÀ research program (YKÃ = Ydinvoimalaitosten
KàyttõTurvallisuuri. The Research Program on Systems Behavior and
Operational aspects of Safety). The results of the research have been
published in several reports (Haapanen et al, (1993), Haapanen & Masku-
niitty (1993b). Pulkkinen (1993), Haapanen & Maskuniitty, (1993b)). The
research topics have included the reliability analysis of digital automation
systems, the standards applicable for the validation and verification of
digital automation, the diversity and testing requirements of programmable
automation systems, and the licensing practices of programmable automa-
tion.

The ultimate goal of the research is to establish the necessary prerequisites



for the licensing of programmable systems important to safety in replacing
old systems in existing plants. The objective of this paper is to study the
feasibility of fault tree and failure mode and effects analyses in the analysis
of nuclear power safety automation systems. Further, the aim is also to
modify of the above mentioned methods for the analysis of digital systems.

2 ARCHITECTURE OF DIGITAL SAFETY
SYSTEMS

The safety I&C system architecture differs traditionally from operational
automation systems in several aspects. The design of safety automation
must obey strict rules which have been determined in several standards. The
most important of the rales are single failure criterion, redundant structure,
diversity, independence, functional isolation, physical separation, testability,
fail safe design, and qualification of the design process. Another aspect is
that obeying the design principles is one part of system qualification. It is
possible to implement more complex functions in a programmable digital
system than in traditional safety systems. Although in a safety system the
functions must be kept as simple as possible, the features of a
programmable digital system like self diagnostics, testability, switch-over
and recovery functions are clear benefits. The above features, however,
make the system more complicated than analog system realizing the same
basic functions would be. Different parts of a programmable system are also
more tightly connected and the system can not as readily be decomposed in
small parts for testing and evaluation purposes than analog systems would
be.

The behaviour of the software is discontinuous and minor changes in inputs
may cause essential changes of the outputs. In principle, a complete testing
requires the execution of all input parameter combinations and sequences,
which is impossible due to the large amount of the test cases and testing
time required. This, together with complexity, makes the validation of a
programmable digital system difficult.

A safety system can be divided in two parts: reactor trip actuation and
engineered safety features actuation (safety functions). Typical digital safety
I&C system is usually redundant, loosely coupled system, which possesses
independent signal formation from other automation systems. Diversity may
be also applied within redundant channels. The system may have several
signal processing levels, e.g. data acquisition level, accident identification
level, functional logic level and individual control level. In each level there
exists computers for data processing and communication. Communication
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takes place via buses (LAN's) or hardwired between data processing levels
and also there may be signal exchange between redundant (or diverse) parts
of the system. It is possible to include self diagnostics, testing functions and
fail safe features in in each processor level.

The rough division of the signal formation in one safety system train can be
described as follows:

1. The data acquisition level contains sensors, transmitters, signal
conditioning and programmable logics for data acquisition and
communication.

2. The next level, accident identification level contains limit signal
formation, cross checkings and possibly some voting functions,
if the signals from other redundancies are used.

3. The k-out-of-n voting may also be located in the next level
functional logic level where the actual formation of the safety
signal is implemented.

4. The highest level is the individual control level where the
control of the process components take place. This level
consists of process interface units and may also have voting
functions between redundant safety signals.

Programmable components may be located in each safety system level.
Individual processors contain the operating system or basic programs with
some diagnostics. Communication functions may be controlled in separate
processors. The actual functional logic is usually formed by functional
modules programmed with a special tool for that purpose. In a tool library
there exists a collection of basic functional modules for making application
programs.

3 FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

The objective of fault tree analysis is to construct a model describing the
structure of the system failures, to identify weaknesses or design
deficiencies or signifigant failure combinations from the system, to evaluate
the sufficiency of redundancy and finally to provide a model for quantitative
reliability calculations.

Fault tree is a logical model describing the failures of the system as a
logical function of the failures of the components. The system failure event



that is to be studied is called TOP-event. Successive subordinate (i.e.
subsystem) failure events that may contribute to the occurrence of the top
event are identified and linked to the top event by logical connective func-
tions. The subordinate events themselves are broken down to their logical
contributions and a failure event tree structure is created. The synthesis of
the tree is described graphically using connective symbols called gates
(AND, OR, NOT, etc. -gates).

When a contributing failure event cannot, be divided no further, or when it
is decided to limit further analysis of a subsystem, the corresponding branch
is terminated with a BASIC event. The basic event is called a primary fault
if the failure event occurs due to a basic failure mode (such as mechanical
or electrical failure) and a secondary fault if the failure event occurs
because the subsystem is out of tolerance (e.g. excessive operational and
environmental stresses).

The basic feature of fault trees is their hierarchic structure: the model is
constructed in top-down manner from the higher level events to the basic
events. The hierarchic structure is reflected also in the process of describing
abstract events with more concrete events (TOP-event -» GATES ->
BASIC events; e.g. system failure —» subsystem failure —» missing signal ->
component failures).

Once the tree structure has been established, subsequent analysis is
deductive. The purpose of the deductive analysis is to reduce the tree to a
logically equivalent form in terms of minimal cut sets. This helps to
concentrate the further efforts towards the most significant issues. Fault tree
model is a good communication tool between the designers and users of the
systems as well as between the designers and safety analysts. Further, it is
a basis for both qualitative and quantitative reliability analysis. It may be
applied together with other reliability analysis methods, e.g. FMEA. In the
case study, fault tree analysis was applied to identify the minimal cutsets of
the system, which are the used to direct more detailed failure mode and
effects analysis to the most critical components.

The fault tree approach was adopted in this study due to the following
reasons. First, fault trees describe the structure of the whole system in a
straightforward way. Secondly, there are several computer tools for
analyzing and editing fault trees (here, the code RISKSPECTRUM is
applied, see RELCON (1992)). Thirdly, as an opposite to success locig
modelling, fault trees provide a view parallel to the systems design. Finally,
fault tree models are compatible with the plant specific PSAs, and reliability
engineers can understand them.



To make the fault tree analysis possible, some assumptions concerning the
the failure modes had to be made. The failure modes leading to inadvertent
operation of the system are not as important, and they are left outside the
scope of this study. Consequently, the corresponding component failure
modes need not to be included into the model. Based on this assumption,
the failure modes of the type "signal not available at the input of unit" are
modelled. It should be noticed that this assumption may prevent the exact
description of the self diagnostics and signal tagging functions of the
system.

The failure modes, like the failures logical k/n-voters are modelled with a
suitable h/m-gate in the fault tree. This means that the failure modes
corresponding to this failure logic are modelled. These failure modes are
usually of type "input signal not available" or "erroneous input signal". In
real applications also these failures should be analyzed in detail.

The description of the basic software (e.g. the operation system and the
software in communication processor) is not possible on the basis of the
available information. Thus, the it is assumed that the operation of the
corresponding components and software are needed in producing proper
signals. This assumption may be conservative. However, it is possible to
imagine failure modes, which prevent the communication between the
channels and which are, in this sense, common cause failures.

The common cause failures of the system are not included in the model as
separate basic events. The modelling of the failure modes, including those
leading possibly to simultaneous unavailability of several redundant
channels, is as explicit as possible. In this way the dependencies between
the redundant channels are described automatically without postulating
separate common cause failure events.

The analysis is divided into two phases. First the fault trees for the selected
protection signal passing through the system trains are constructed. The
model includes the signal formation from the sensors to the output stages.
As the second phase, the failure modes included in the fault tree are
analyzed in more detail by applying a modified failure mode and effects
analysis (FMEA). The goal is to reveal the most important failure
mechanisms including also the embedded software as well as to document
the basic events and the gates of the fault tree.

The process of fault tree construction is the usual starting from the TOP-
event and proceeding to the basic events. Each failure event at the lower
lever of the fault tree is considered in terms of its effects upon the top-event
or the events at the next level of the fault tree hierarchy.



The events directly causing the failure event at the higher level are
identified. There are at least the following possibilities:

1. Input signal is not available to the device or unit

2. The module or device itself is failed due to a physical cause
(e.g. a communication bus is failed, a hardware failure)

3. Error in software prevents the operation of the device.

4. Some external event occurs and prevents the operation of the
module

Three first of the above failure modes were actually modelled in the sump
signal fault tree. The events of the fourth category were left outside of the
scope of the fault tree model. The failure events of the first category are not
problematic and they do not require more discussion here. The second
failure category is also straightforwardly included into the fault tree.

The modelling of the software errors in the fault tree is somewhat
problematic. First, the nature of software errors is not similar to that of
mechanical and electrical faults. Secondly, the input signals to any modules
or devices of digital automation systems are used as inputs of the software
of the module. Thirdly, the software consists of the basic software and the
user or application software, which have different functions in the system.
Similarly, it is difficult to model possible coupling between hardware and
software failures.

Difficulties appear also in the modelling of basic software functions. The
failures of these functions are partly connected with dynamic features of the
software operation, which cannot be described directly by applying fault
trees. In the case study, the basic software failures were not described in
detail in the fault tree. The errors of basic software were included in the
models as basic events. The features of application software can be
developed in more detail, since they consist of simple logical modules. The
errors of these modules (e.g. logical gates, delay operations etc.) are
sufficient to prevent the successful operation of the whole model and they
may, with some exceptions, be modelled by applying simple or-gate in the
fault tree.

In the case study, the modelling of the software functions in the fault tree
was rather detailed. This may not be a proper approach, since ihe functions
may not be separated parts of the software. However, the functions are in
most cases modelled as OR-gates. and thus they represent only different



causes of software failures. If the smallest software functions were not
modelled as separate basic events, the structure of the fault tree would have
been simpler.

4 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

After establishing the fault tree structure, the minimal cut sets were
searched. The minimal cut sets were used in deciding whether some
modules of the system should be analyzed in more detail. The most critical
modules and basic events were selected for failure mode and effects
analysis (FMEA). The FMEAs were documented on a form, developed for
this purpose. The FMEA form mainly corresponds to that described in the
standard ШС 821 (1985) and in the Finnish version of the same standard
SFS 5438 (1988). However, some modifications have been made, based
mainly on the methods by Darricau and Hourtolle (1992), Taylor (1992)
and the early work by Reifer (1979). The FMEA form applied in this study
is in the Table 2.

In principle, all basic events and gates of the fault tree should be analyzed
in detail by the FMEA. Further, if the FMEA analysis reveals exceptional
failure modes, they should be added to the fault tree.

The purpose of the FMEA is to give diverse information on basic events in
addition to that already described in the fault tree and to give a further
documentation of the fault trees. In the case study a preliminary, but rather
extensive fault tree was constructed and the minimal cut sets were searched.
The basic events of the most important minimal cutsets were described in
the FMEA tables. If the events of the FMEA were found to be critical
enough then the fault tree was modified to include the new events identified
in the FMEA.

The FMEA described above does not consider in detail the errors of the
software procedures. However, FMEA can be used for this purpose (see
Darricau and Hourtolle, 1992, Taylor. 1992 and Barbet and Vallée, 1992
and Pulkkinen, 1993). This requires the FMEA analysis of all procedures.
The inputs of each procedure should be analyzed and the effects of possible
errors on the function or the output of the procedure should be evaluated.
The possible error modes to be analyzed include erroneous treatment of
boolean (and other) variables, erroneous data or input, erroneous
initializations, coding errors, specification errors etc.. The results of the
analysis are documented on a modified FMEA form (see Darricau and
Hourtolle, 1992 or Pulkkinen. 1993).
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5 A PROCEDURE FOR FULL SCOPE
ANALYSIS

The fault tree analysis of digital automation systems differs from that of
typical hardware systems, and it is useful to develop guidelines for
performing such an analysis. The case study shows that it is possible, to
( ertain extend, to describe the failure behavior of digital automation system
by applying fault trees and FMEA. From the modelling point of view, it is
beneficial to make the combined fault tree and FMEA analysis in iterative
way, as discussed in the following.

The first step of the analysis is to describe the functional features of the
system. For this purpose, there is no need to develop new methods. The
usual tools applied in the specification and design of the system are suitable
for documentation of this phase of the analysis. However, the dynamical
features of the systems operation are not easily described with typical
diagrams. Better methods, such as Petri nets, could be used for that purpose.
One must notice that the dynamical features and failures cannot be
described with static reliability models (e.g. fault trees). The purpose of
static reliability models is to analyze the static failure behavior and thus the
description of the dynamical features in not needed in this context. The
description of the systems function serves also as the familiarization with
the system and thus it is necessary for the other steps of the reliability
analysis.

The second step of the analysis is the construction of preliminary fault tree
of the system. The preliminary fault tree of a digital automation system
should cover all features of the system, including the software. However,
the degree of detail can be lower. It is sufficient to model the subsystems
on the functional level without deep description of the dependencies of the
functions on the structure of the software. To model the functional aspects
of any module, it is sufficient to model the elements which are needed to
perform the function.

In the preliminary fault tree level, it may be beneficial to built up
supercomponents or super basic event from the failure modes which are in
series, and increase the degree of detail gradually, if necessary. It is not
necessarily easy to keep the degree of detail in a low leves in the
preliminary fault tree. The difficulties are connected with building the
suoercomponents of modules and functions. If events with dependencies on
the lower level events are pooled together, then the more detailed fault tree
based on the preliminary one may have an erroneous structure. To prevent
this, the only possibility is to avoid the pooling of failure modes. As a part



of the preliminary fault tree analysis, the minimal cut sets are searched.
Based on the minimal cut set list one can decide, whether to unpool the
supercomponents or not. However, the final decision on the degree of detail
can be made after the FMEA, which is the next phase of the full scale
analysis.

The objective of the preliminary FMEA-phase is to clarify the failure modes
connected to the basic events and gates of the preliminary fault tree, to
identify new failure modes and analyze their causes and effects to the
systems function and to document the basic events of the fault tree. Further,
the needs for more detailed modelling and analyses are identified. The
pooled failure modes discussed above are analyzed in detail in this phase,
and decisions on whether to include new failure modes in the fault tree are
made. The FMEA should be concentrated to the analysis of basic events in
the shortest minimal cut sets of the preliminary fault tree and to the
identification of the software functions and errors and they dependencies.

After the FMEA-phase the preliminary fault tree is revised according to the
FMEA findings. The minimal cut sets of the revised fault tree are searched
and the results are documented. Based on the minimal cut sets, decision is
made whether to model the system in more detail. If that is felt necessary,
the preliminary FMEA is revised.

In order to study the application software in more detail, a deeper software
failure mode and effects analysis may be applied. This method concentrates
totally on the software, and all procedures of the program are analyzed
taking into account all potential types of software errors (errors in the
treatment of boolean variables, initialization errors, errors of specification
etc.) and their effect on the output of the procedures. The failure modes
identified in this type of FMEA, are not easily included into the fault tree,
and from the reliability analysis point of view it is not necessary, if the
failure modes in application software cannot cause failures of other parts of
the (redundant) software.

The errors in the basic software (operation system, communication between
the processors etc.) may cause serious dependencies between redundant
channels of the system. In the analysis of the basic software, the timing
effects should be taken into account. This is not easy by applying the fault
tree - FMEA procedure, and thus comprehensive understanding on the
systems behavior as the result of these method can not be expected.

The basic steps of the fault tree/FMEA approach are also described in the
Figure 1.
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PRELIMINARY
FAULT TREE
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tree basic events in
the shortest minimal
cut sets

DETAILED FAULT
TREE ANALYSIS

-modification of the
fault tree using the
FMEA results

-documentation
-minimal cut set search

DETAILED FMEA

-more detailed software
FMEA

-documentation

Figure 1. The analysis procedure.
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6 APPLICABILITY OF FAULT TREE AND
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

The results of the fault tree - FMEA procedure include the identification of
the weakest links of the system. However, the most important result of this
type of an analysis is the structured view upon the system. Although the
analysis would be made on the preliminary levei it provides new insights on
the systems structure. At the preliminary level, the efforts needed in the
analysis are still rather limited and they may be kept reasonable by careful
planning of the work. However, if a full scale analysis is made, the
reseorces needed may be rather extensive.

The difficulties of the fault tree modelling were connected with the limited
information of the structure of the system and it software. The fault tree
includes the functions of the software as separate basic events. This may not
be the correct approach, because the software functions may not actually be
separated from the other parts of the software. In other words, it may not be
possible to decompose the software into smaller units or functions as in the
example software. This could be done by applying so called software fault
tree techniques (see Leveson et al 1991). Since the exact descriptions about
the software were not available, it was not possible to apply the software
fault tree. Similarly, the software FMEA could not be made in sufficient
detail.

In the case study, FMEA was applied mainly to document the basic events
of the fault tree. However, if sufficient background information is available,
FMEA could also provide detailed analysis of the systems structure. The
applications of FMEA type approaches by Barbet and Vallée (1992),
Darricau and HourtoIIe (1992) and Taylor (1992), are concentrated on the
systems, the safety analyses of which are typically and conventionally as
extensive as the PSAs of nuclear power plants. The results usually obtained
by FMEA are evident in the case of nuclear power plants since the plants
are designed in such a way that the most obvious hazards are already
eliminated. The experiences from the FMEA in this case study are rather
limited, and it is not possible to draw too strong conclusions.

The applicability of fault tree and FMEA on the analysis of the dynamic
features of the system is limited. It is expected that testing of the system
may provide more information on the dynamic behaviors of the system.
Similarly, the failures of the system software (e.g. the operation system and
the communication software can not be analyzed by fault trees and FMEA.

The detailed fault tree and FMEA approach requires rather much resources.
The workload may be decreased if the analysis is made in cooperation with

12
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the systems designers. Further, the FMEA can be made directly in
connection of the design process. In fact, it is not hard to imagine that
FMEA could be implemented to the software used in the design of the
system. However, it is not useful to analyze the whole safety automation
system by applying these methods. It is enough to consider some
representative part system.

The simplifying assumptions made in the case study limit the required
resources. It should be noted that some of the assumptions (e.g. the
restriction to certain failure modes) are made due to the features of the fault
tree method: the dynamical failure modes can not be analyzed by applying
fault trees. The impact of the assumptions on the results (and on the
resources needed) can not be considered without more extensive
applications and benchmark type studies.

The reliability analysis of digital automation systems by applying traditional
methods (fault trees, FMEA) is not an easy task. The methods are not
necessarily effective in identification of systems failures and the models are
not perfectly applicable to describe the system. In the following the most
difficult modelling issues related to the use of traditional methods are
discussed.

In the case study the resulting fault tree was complicated and large, and it
is not possible to use it in a plant specific PSA. If safety signals are
modelled at the same degree of detail, the analysis would require very much
resources. For that purpose, the simplified preliminary fault tree is suitable.
However, in the case study here, the power supplies, and other systems
outside the digital automation systems were not taken into account. In PSA,
the modelling of supply systems is necessary. An approach to find the
suitable degree of detail in PSA modelling could be the following. First the
safety signals produced by the digital automation system are modelled with
few basic events (for example "the sump signal is not available" ). Then the
minimal cutsets of each accident sequence are searched and the importance
of the safety signals is evaluated, if possible also quantitatively by using
subjective failure probabilities. If the safety signals are critical, then their
fault trees are replaced with more accurate models and the analysis is
repeated. After that exact fault trees and FMEAs are made for the most
important safety signals.

One of the basic difficulties in the reliability analysis of digital software
based automation system is the decomposition of the software functions into
more elementary parts. In the case of traditional systems this is possible:
each function (e.g. majority voting, OR and AND gates, delays etc) is an
electronic component, the failure of which is evidently a basic event of the
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fault tree model. The corresponding functions of a software based system
are only parts of the software, not necessarily separate functional elements.
The same applies for the dynamical aspects (e.g. timing of the functions,
delays) of the software based systems.

Although some features of the software based systems may not necessarily
be modelled by the methods applied in this study, the approach is not at all
useless. The fault tree/FMEA-approach helps in identifying the errors in
documentation and design. Since the propagation of signals through the
system is considered in systematic way when performing the analysis, the
insufficiencies and errors of the documentation and design are studied from
another point of view. Further, they provide a view over the whole system,
which is not achieved by testing or application of the other methods.

In principle it is possible to assign subjective probabilities also to the
software failure events. The quantitative analyses can not be the only way
to support the licensing of the digital automation systems, and it is better to
use the limited analyses results to make sufficient qualitative analyses. The
quantitative analyses nseded in plant specific PSA based on the simplified
preliminary models should be seen as sensitivity analyses on the
significance of the digital automation system on the plant safety.

The fault tree and FMEA can be applied as an aid of the dynamic testing of
the target system. Better understanding of the failure modes of the
programmable automation system will improve the dynamic testing phase
efficiency. The method will be an aid of finding the correct set input signals
to cover the most critical items of the system. As a result of the analysis
there can be also a demand of the final check out of the system before
testing.

The fault tree approach could be replaced with reliability block diagrams or
other success logic models. In many cases ihe success logic models may be
constructed more easily, for instance by using the RELVEC (1989)
software, which is designed especially for the analysis of automation
systems. In order to have more experience on alternative modelling
approaches the use of RELVEC models could be worth considering.

14



5 CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study was mainly to demonstrate the applicability of the
traditional reliability engineering methods of the analysis of digital auto-
mation system and to develop the methods further for this purpose.

The analysis methods applied here are fault tree analysis and FMEA, which
are wellknown reliability engineering methods. The fault trees were
constructed in the usual way without any principal changes in the
procedure. The computer code RISKSPECTRUM (1990) was used in the
modelling and in the minimal cut set search. FMEA-procedure was applied
in a modified manner and a FMEA-form was developed for that purpose.
However, the basic principles of FMEA were conventional. The fault tree
approach was selected due to its compatibility with PSA. FMEA was
applied because similar applications have been published earlier (Darricau
& Hourtolle (1992), Barbet & Vallée (1992) and Reifert (1979)).

The approach was found to be applicable in the reliability analysis of digital
automation systems. However, the applicability is limited to the analysis of
nondynamical aspects of the system, since the fault tree is always a static
model. The analysis of the sump signal system required rather much
resources. It is credible that analysis of all safety signals of a nuclear power
plants at the same degree of detail would be too extensive task.

The special features of digital automation systems lead to difficulties in
applying the conventional reliability analyses. One problem is the software
embedded in the system. In the example analysis of this study the software
was analyzed rather straightforwardly from the functional point of view. For
the PSA purposes this may be enough, but it is clear that in order to verify
or validate the system the approach is not enough. Other problems were
caused by the modelling of the communication processors and the self
diagnostics of the system.

The fault tree approach applied here could be replaced by methods based on
the success logic, for example by the RELVEC-model. In many cases the
success logic models are constructed more easily and they are easier to
review. The feasibility of these techniques should be studied. Similarly,
since the dynamic aspects of the systems are not naturally modelled by
conventional methods, the possibility to develop new approaches could be
studied. In order to be able to apply the methods in practical licensing work
much research is still needed. Benchmark studies are good approaches for
the comparison of various reliability engineering methods.
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